[Genetic analysis of blast resistance in japonica rice landrace heikezijing from Taihu region].
Japonica rice landrace Heikezijing (HKZJ) from Taihu region is highly resistant to several Chinese and Japanese differential strains of Magnaporthe grisea. The F1, F2 and RIL populations from the cross between the resistant variety Heikezijing and the susceptible variety Lijiangxintuanheigu (LJXTHG) were inoculated by spray with two strains of Ken 54-04 and Hoku 1 in seedling stages. Based on the R:S ratios of segregation in F1, F2 and RIL populations it was showed that there were two independent dominant genes in Heikezijing in responsible for resistance to strain Ken 54-04 and one dominant R gene to strain Hoku 1 which is the same to one of the two genes resistant to Ken 54-04. The allelic test indicated that the gene with resistance to both Hoku 1 and Ken 54-04 is non-allelic to loci of Pi-k, Pi-z, Pi-ta, Pi-b and Pi-t, also neither Pi-i nor Pi-a gene. It is necessary to confirm whether it is an unknown gene.